Dear Johns Hopkins Alumni and Friends,

Join us for an exhilarating, seven-night journey that captures the natural grandeur, rustic charm and thrilling cast of Finland. Begin with these nights at a tire-less border to Helsinki, getting acquainted with this cosmopolitan capital and indulging in a Finnish sauna. Then, fly to northern Lapland and split for four nights in a castle glass-dome cakes, perfect for catching the spectacular Northern Lights overhead. Scenic in Lapland’s crisp air and on comfortable, act the adventure. Enjoying on themselves for a time tour the Rural Lights. Flights and encounter the serene beauty of a forest through the eyes of aloon. Choose from exhilarating rides across the fields by digital or on snowmobile. Other engaging experiences introduce you to traditional life. Cultures will live in a traditional funder. Tailor your travel dates according to your tour. Custom, cultural and outdoor fun!

January 16-24, 2025

Please visit alumni.jhu.edu/support.

Eligibility:
A small portion of the cost of your trip supports the Johns Hopkins Alumni Travel Program.

Note:
A HI Travel’s mission is to deliver inspirational, educational and cultural programs that delight travelers.

A HI Travel Expertise

Your travel experience begins the moment you arrive. As you explore with your small group, look to experienced guides and lecturers for questions, local knowledge and special insights. Seat yourselves easily in a reserved seat on the train, the airline’s flight director, and experienced lecturers who will ensure your safety and comfort throughout your journey.

Travel Information

Before you go:
- A Travel Consultant who can assist you with any travel-related questions or concerns.
- Travel & Air Coordinators who ensure that your itinerary is as smooth as possible.
- Travel Consultants who are always available to help you with any travel-related issues.

On your journey:
- Travel Directors who ensure that your journey is as smooth as possible.
- Travel Consultants who are always available to help you with any travel-related issues.

Journey to: Finland

Handpicked Expert Guides

Knowledgeable Lecturers

Deepen your appreciation of your destination.

Once you arrive:
- Travel Information
- Travel Consultants
- Travel Directors
- Travel Coordinators
- Travel Consultants

Reserve your trip today!
To book your journey, please call our AHI Travel Experts at AHI: 800-323-7373 or alumni.jhu.edu/alumnijourneys.

Program Details

Travel Dates
January 16-24, 2025

- Travel dates include any overnight stay for international transfers.
- Your travel dates may vary dependent on your destination.

Travel Dates

January 20-27, 2024

- Your dates change on the scheduled arrival date of your destination and not the scheduled return date of your destination.

Land Program

Full Price
$5,440

Special Savings
$750

Early Booking Special Price
$4,690

*Early Booking Special Price valid if booked by date on address panel by early booking date, you still save $250 per person.

AHI Travel

Cruise, 800-323-7373 alumni.jhu.edu/alumnijourneys

Lecturers

Visit alumni.jhu.edu/support.

Earn A HI FlexAir

Let us arrange your flights

Our experts are ready to assist you in booking flights. Our personalized air program offers the following advantages:

- Price guarantee: Protect your from out-of-bounds
- Manage to order travel offer purchase
- Book and depart on your travel dates
- Flexibility: Change or cancel your reservation before departure on most flights (see details)
- Assistance in the event of schedule changes or delays

A HI Travel

Cruise, 800-323-7373 alumni.jhu.edu/alumnijourneys
Dear Johns Hopkins Alumni and Friends,

Join us for an exhilarating, seven-night journey that captures the natural grandeur, rich cultural history and modern capital of Tallinn begins with three nights in a 17th-century hotel in Tallinn’s Historic Center (Old Town), getting acquainted with this cosmopolitan capital and indulging in a Estonian feast. Then, dip into northern Lapland for four nights in a modern, glass-dwelled cabin, perfect for watching the spectacular Northern Lights overhead.

Serene Lapland’s intriguing touch of coziness adds a real adventure. Each evening on our own to experience the thrill of riding the Lights and marvel at the serene beauty of a winter town through the eyes of a local. Choose from fishing hides across the hills by digital or conventional. Often engaging excursions introduce you to Finnish and Sami cultures with the traditional Sami yurt.

As you explore with your small group, local experienced guides and lecturers for a knowledgeable introduction about your destination.

Once you arrive:

Travel Information: provides pre-departure details and assistance about your destination. Once you arrive:

Travel Guides/Drivers - experienced drivers, guides and enrichment about your destination.

Travel & Air Coordinators offer fascinating insights into local cultures and life on a traditional reindeer farm.

Before you go:

Travel Consultants stand ready to answer your questions. Your Travel Air Coordinator ensures each personalized experience with flights, excursions and special requests. Travel Information provides pre-departure details and assistance about your destination. Once you arrive:

Travel Director: a seasoned, multilingual leader in your group who ensures every detail of your journey has been carefully attended to. AHI Travel Expertise.

Eligibility:

Note:

AHI Travel’s mission is to deliver programs that delight travelers. With AHI you can rely on:

– Experienced Travel Directors who attend to every detail of your journey.
– Unique access to local sites.
– Flexibility and customization.
– Personalized itineraries.
– Most current program information, discounts and pricing.

UNESCO World Heritage

Mälaka Clock (Old Town) of Tallinn, Estonia

Europe’s only working clock on a facade of a medieval building.

AHI: 800-323-7373

alumni.jhu.edu/alumnijourneys

January 16-24, 2025
From the dazzling Northern Lights to a soaring sauna, visit in-country and soul searching traditions in the world’s happiest nation! The Finnish people savor the simple traditions in the world’s happiest nation! The Finnish people savor the simple traditions in the world’s happiest nation! The Finnish people savor the simple traditions in the world’s happiest nations. Discover the reasons behind this quintessentially Finnish experience.

Day 1 | Helsinki
Depart your gateway city for Helsinki, Finland. After arrival, transfer to Hotel U14.

Day 2 | Helsinki
Explore the historic and architecturally diverse city of Helsinki, the capital of Finland. Visit the market places and Clock Tower. Continue to the neighborhood this afternoon. Later, meet for a Welcome Reception and dinner in the hotel.

Day 3 | Helsinki & Sámi Reindeer Farm
Experience a day of discovery. You’ll discover the fascinating history of the Sámi people, one of Finland’s most important minorities. You’ll visit a traditional Sámi farm where you’ll learn about reindeer husbandry, traditional livelihoods, customs and handicrafts. Join a Sámi woman, Sámi Museum Siida.

Day 4 | Tallinn Walking Tour & Saariselkä
Enjoy a walking tour through Tallinn and transfer to Saariselkä. Check in at the Sámi Museum Siida.

Day 5 | Sámi Activities
Spend time getting settled in your cozy cabin in northern Lapland and transfer to Saariselkä. Check in.

Day 6 | Saariselkä
Day 6 | Saariselkä

Day 7 | Reindeer Farm
Experience an afternoon at a local Sámi reindeer farm. You’ll learn about the traditional livelihoods, customs and handicrafts at this fascinating traditional Sámi reindeer farm.

Day 8 | Saariselkä
Spend a thrilling ride across the glistening fjells.

Day 9 | Saariselkä
This morning, check out of the hotel and depart for the Helsinki airport. Fly to the airport and transfer to your international flight.

Included Features

- Welcome and Farewell Receptions
- A choice of excursions in selected locales.
- Extensive Meal Program
- Welcome and farewell dinners.
- A personal VOX headset to hear your English-speaking guide clearly.
- Local immersion.

AHI Sustainability Promise:

- Complimentary travel mementos.
- 3 nights at the first-class Hotel U14.
- Free Time:
  - A Welcome Reception and Dinner in the hotel.
  - A sailing through the islands on a saucer crane
  - A choice of excursions: a guided walk around the neighborhood this afternoon. Later, meet for a Welcome Reception and dinner in the hotel.

Active participants.

Day 10 | Tallinn Walking Tour & Saariselkä
Enjoy a walking tour through Tallinn and transfer to Saariselkä. Check in.

Day 11 | Saariselkä
Spend time getting settled in your cozy cabin in northern Lapland and transfer to Saariselkä. Check in.

Day 12 | Saariselkä
Experience an afternoon at a local Sámi reindeer farm. You’ll learn about the traditional livelihoods, customs and handicrafts at this fascinating traditional Sámi reindeer farm.

Day 13 | Saariselkä
Spend a thrilling ride across the glistening fjells.

Day 14 | Saariselkä
This morning, check out of the hotel and depart for the Helsinki airport. Fly to the airport and transfer to your international flight.
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Day 10 | Tallinn Walking Tour & Saariselkä
Enjoy a walking tour through Tallinn and transfer to Saariselkä. Check in.

Day 11 | Saariselkä
Spend time getting settled in your cozy cabin in northern Lapland and transfer to Saariselkä. Check in.

Day 12 | Saariselkä
Experience an afternoon at a local Sámi reindeer farm. You’ll learn about the traditional livelihoods, customs and handicrafts at this fascinating traditional Sámi reindeer farm.

Day 13 | Saariselkä
Spend a thrilling ride across the glistening fjells.

Day 14 | Saariselkä
This morning, check out of the hotel and depart for the Helsinki airport. Fly to the airport and transfer to your international flight.
From the dazzling Northern Lights to a soaring sauna, ice cold in winter and cool Finnish traditions in the world’s happiest nation. Discover the reasons Finns do! Try different styles of saunas at Löyly Sauna, Helsinki Reindeer farm is a subterranean house of worship. Temppeliaukio Church, or Rock Church, was founded in 1550. Visit several gems along your eye-catching architecture of this dynamic city.

**A World of Discovery**

Helsinki, Finland

**Architecture | Art | Culture | Cuisine | History | Natural Beauty**

**Top:** Glass-domed cabin, Northern Lights Village, Saariselkä

**Cover:** Northern Lights Village

Touring Moments

- Snowshoe hike
- Tempelbergly Church
- Rock Church
- Temppeliaukio Church
- Tampere Cathedral
- Travel to Estonia and delight in Tallinn’s medieval heritage site.
- Meet a Sámi family and see reindeer in the wild at a traditional reindeer farm.
- Visit several gems along your eye-catching architecture of this dynamic city.

**Inspiring Moments**

- Admire the stunning mix of historic and contemporary architecture in Helsinki.
- Visit the neighborhood this afternoon. Later, meet for a brief stroll around Helsinki.
- Enjoy AHI Sustainable Promise: Your One-of-a-Kind Journey includes AHI FlexAir transfers included for AHI FlexAir participants.
- Join your group for dinner in the dining room.
- Join your Travel Director for a brief stroll around Helsinki.
- Upon arrival, transfer to Hotel U14.
- Depart your gateway city for Helsinki, Finland.

**Day 1 | To Travel**

**Day 2 | To Exploring**

- Walk through Helsinki’s historic center.
- Admire the stunning mix of historic and contemporary architecture in Helsinki.
- Meet a Sámi family and see reindeer in the wild at a traditional reindeer farm.
- Visit several gems along your eye-catching architecture of this dynamic city.
- Explore the architectural and cultural diversity of Helsinki.
- Meet a Sámi family and see reindeer in the wild at a traditional reindeer farm.

**Day 3 | Helsinki**

- Engage in a snowshoe trek through a tranquil forest to take in Helsinki’s lights and the city’s story.
- Discover intriguing facets of Finland’s natural beauty.
- Snowshoe trek through a tranquil forest to take in Helsinki’s lights and the city’s story.
- Explore the architectural and cultural diversity of Helsinki.
- Meet a Sámi family and see reindeer in the wild at a traditional reindeer farm.
- Visit several gems along your eye-catching architecture of this dynamic city.

**Day 4 | Saariselkä**

- Visit several gems along your eye-catching architecture of this dynamic city.
- Explore the architectural and cultural diversity of Helsinki.
- Meet a Sámi family and see reindeer in the wild at a traditional reindeer farm.
- Visit several gems along your eye-catching architecture of this dynamic city.

**Day 5 | Northern Lights Village**

- Visit several gems along your eye-catching architecture of this dynamic city.
- Explore the architectural and cultural diversity of Helsinki.
- Meet a Sámi family and see reindeer in the wild at a traditional reindeer farm.
- Visit several gems along your eye-catching architecture of this dynamic city.

**Day 6 | Saariselkä**

- Visit several gems along your eye-catching architecture of this dynamic city.
- Explore the architectural and cultural diversity of Helsinki.
- Meet a Sámi family and see reindeer in the wild at a traditional reindeer farm.
- Visit several gems along your eye-catching architecture of this dynamic city.

**Day 7 | To Travel**

- Visit several gems along your eye-catching architecture of this dynamic city.
- Explore the architectural and cultural diversity of Helsinki.
- Meet a Sámi family and see reindeer in the wild at a traditional reindeer farm.
- Visit several gems along your eye-catching architecture of this dynamic city.

**Day 9 | To Depart**

- Visit several gems along your eye-catching architecture of this dynamic city.
- Explore the architectural and cultural diversity of Helsinki.
- Meet a Sámi family and see reindeer in the wild at a traditional reindeer farm.
- Visit several gems along your eye-catching architecture of this dynamic city.

**Comprehensive Journeys**

- In-Transit: AHI FlexAir to Helsinki, Finland | AHI FlexAir from Helsinki, Finland

**Travelers can mix and match**

- Choose one of these excursions:
  - Helsinki Walking Tour.
  - Tallinn Walking Tour.
  - Helsinki Days Out.
  - Open-Air Museum.
  - Helsinki Dogsledding
  - Aurora Expedition.
  - Husky Safari.
  - Spear-Throwing.
  - Snowmobile & Snowshoe Experience.
  - Reindeer Husbandry Farm.
  - Saariselkä Reindeer Farm.

**Active Program**

- Active Program is designed for people who enjoy hands-on and off-road activities.
- This 9-day journey includes:
  - 4 nights in Helsinki
  - 4 nights in Saariselkä
  - 2 nights in Tallinn

**Accommodations**

- Northern Lights Village
- Helsinki Hotels
- Saariselkä Hotels
Day 1 | In Transit
Depart your gateway city for Helsinki, Finland.

Day 2 | Helsinki
Arrive and transfer to Hotel U14.

Day 3 | Helsinki
Join a Haapsalu Highlights Tour: explore the architectural and cultural heritage of this dynamic city by foot or by public transport. Attend a Welcome Reception and Dinner in the hotel. 

Day 4 | In Transit
Join your group for lunch aboard the ship. Upon arrival, transfer to Hotel U14.

Day 5 | Lapland
This morning, check out of the hotel and transfer to the Northern Lights Village in Laapa, Finland by road and then by a short ride on a glass-domed cabin. Enjoy a Welcome Reception and Dinner in the hotel.

Day 6 | Saariselkä
Daylight savings: Choose one of these excursions:

Day 7 | In Transit
Travel to Tallinn, Estonia, for a two-hour journey to Tallinn, Estonia. Enjoy dinner on the ship.

Day 8 | Tallinn
Take the freeincluded cable car to Mount Pikk Hermann for a breathtaking view of the city. Visit the Old Town and join your group for dinner in the dining room.

Day 9 | Tallinn
Join your group for dinner in the dining room. After dinner, depart for the airport in Tallinn. Fly to the airport and transfer to your international flight home.

Note: Itinerary may change due to local conditions.

Excursions on this program require:
- Getting on/off motor coaches and boats
- Lifting 35 lbs
- Standing for up to two hours
- Traveling up to 1 mile

PYJ experiences are included.

Flights and transfers included for AHI FlexAir participants.

This program is designed for people who are in good health and can comfortably travel to northern Europe.

This program is designed for people who are in good health and can comfortably travel to northern Europe.

A W orld of Discovery

Inspiring Moments

– Getting on/off motor coaches and boats
– Standing for up to two hours
– Traveling up to 1 mile

PYJ experiences are included.

Flights and transfers included for AHI FlexAir participants.

This program is designed for people who are in good health and can comfortably travel to northern Europe.

This program is designed for people who are in good health and can comfortably travel to northern Europe.

A W orld of Discovery

Architecture | Art | Culture | Cuisine | History | Natural Beauty

Finland

Explore the sparkling, snow-rimmed waters of Lapland’s fells and fjords, including the legendary Kirkkojaure, the world’s highest waterfall, and the skiing mecca of Saariselkä.
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Discovering northern lights is a rarefied joy, a sacred act in nature and soul. Finnish tradition makes the world's happiest country! The Finns enjoy the cold, preserving its peaceful moods of life and finding in their close bond with nature. On this marvelous, seven-night journey, you will appreciate what Finnish happiness with nature. On this marvelous, seven-night vacation, you will appreciate what Finnish happiness with nature.

Day 1 | Helsinki
Depart your gateway city for Helsinki, Finland. Upon arrival, transfer to the Hotel U14. A personal VOX headset to hear your English-speaking guide clearly. Welcome and Farewell Receptions

Day 2 | Helsinki, Finland
Visit the harbor and shopping streets in the Old Town, and red-tile roofed buildings imbue this Baltic city with a distinctive charm. Helsinki is a modern metropolis filled with contemporary architecture in addition to many optional experiences throughout the city. We’ll enjoy a guided walking tour of the Old Town that’s one of the most impressively preserved in northern Europe. It’s delightful to stroll and sample the shops and visit the Helsinki Cathedral, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Check in to the Northern Lights Village.

Day 3 | Helsinki
This morning, check out of the hotel and set off on an invigorating guided hike through a tranquil, moonlit forest where you’ll enjoy toasty beverages, a fire, and checking out the Northern Lights Village. (Very active. Requires standing and walking for up to 2 hours of physical activities. For more details, please contact your AHI Sales Consultant.)

Day 4 | Sámi Museum Siida
Take a one-hour drive north of Helsinki to Inari to visit the Sámi Museum Siida. Spend some free time exploring the museum before continuing north. You’ll arrive at the first-class Northern Lights Village. Enjoy dinner at the village dining room.

Day 5 | Lapland
This morning, check out from the hotel and board a fast-paced journey across the fjells. Your guide will lead the group. (Very active. Requires standing and walking for up to 2 hours of physical activities. For more details, please contact your AHI Sales Consultant.)

Day 6 | Saariselkä
Depart your gateway city for Helsinki, Finland. Upon arrival, transfer to the Hotel U14.

Day 7 | Finland
Join your group for dinner in the dining room. AHI Connects: Finnish Reindeer Farm. At a farm owned by a Sámi family, spot wild reindeer as you ride through the forest and catch glimpses of the reindeer husbandry that has been an intrinsic part of Sámi culture since the Middle Ages. It’s a fun, folksy, and friendly experience. You’ll receive quality training from the guide who will teach you the basics of driving a reindeer.

Day 8 | Saariselkä
(P/F) Choose one of these excursions:

Sámi Snowmobile Safari. At a farm owned by a Sámi family, spot wild reindeer as you ride through the forest and catch glimpses of the reindeer husbandry that has been an intrinsic part of Sámi culture since the Middle Ages. It’s a fun, folksy, and friendly experience. You’ll receive quality training from the guide who will teach you the basics of driving a reindeer.

Day 9 | Helsinki
Join your group for dinner in the dining room.

Day 10 | Helsinki
Depart your gateway city for Helsinki, Finland. Upon arrival, transfer to the Hotel U14. A personal VOX headset to hear your English-speaking guide clearly. Welcome and Farewell Receptions

Day 11 | Tallinn, Estonia
Join your group for dinner in the dining room.

Day 12 | Tallinn
Depart your gateway city for Tallinn, Estonia. Admire the stunning mix of historic and contemporary architecture in Tallinn’s beautiful old town, a UNESCO World Heritage Site. Departure transfer to the airport. (Very active. Requires standing and walking for up to 2 hours of physical activities. For more details, please contact your AHI Sales Consultant.)
Day 1 | To Tallinn
Depart your gateway city for Helsinki, Finland.

Day 2 | Helsinki
Fly to Helsinki and transfer to your hotel for a first-class Northern Lights Village stay.

Day 3 | Helsinki
Travel between the city’s central cultural spots and enjoy an eye-catching architecture of this dynamic city. Discover Helsinki’s main attractions, including Haukilahti, Kaivopuisto, and Temppeliaukio Church, or Rock Church, a church afloat on the sea.

Free Time: Make your own plans for lunch.

Evening: Enjoy a visit to Baltic Sea Culture, tasting in a sauna as an essential part of Baltic Sea culture.

Day 4 | Lapland
Meet your guide and set off on a snowshoe hike tonight under a moonlit sky in a forest to learn how the splendor of the natural world in true Finnish fashion. Spend time getting wet in your cozyodiac and checking out this Villages’ lovely venues. Salary a tasty dinner in the Village dining room.

Day 5 | Saariselkä
Explore the park on your own or join a guided tour. Choose one of these excursions: Join a team of eager huskies and drive through the snow-covered forests. You can choose between a two-hour ride across the glistening fjells. Follow your guide over gentle slopes and enjoy a fire, where you’ll enjoy toasty beverages, drinks, and a snack. Or, travel approximately every second night in northern Lapland and transfer to Saariselkä. Check in at the first-class Northern Lights Village.

Day 6 | Saariselkä
Enjoy a choice of excursions:

• Snowmobile Safari
• Dogsledding
• Drive a team of eager huskies and drive through the snow-covered forests.
• Enjoy a two-hour ride across the glistening fjells.
• Follow your guide over gentle slopes.

Day 7 | Saariselkä
Get a wonderful taste of Helsinki’s sights and sounds. Experience the eye-catching architecture of this dynamic city.

Day 8 | Helsinki
Free Time: Get a wonderful taste of Helsinki’s sights and sounds. Experience the eye-catching architecture of this dynamic city.

Day 9 | To Tallinn
Travel between the city’s central cultural spots and enjoy an eye-catching architecture of this dynamic city. Discover Helsinki’s main attractions, including Haukilahti, Kaivopuisto, and Temppeliaukio Church, or Rock Church, a church afloat on the sea.

Free Time: Make your own plans for lunch.

Evening: Enjoy a visit to Baltic Sea Culture, tasting in a sauna as an essential part of Baltic Sea culture.

Day 10 | To Tallinn
Depart your gateway city for Tallinn, Estonia.
Reserve your trip today!

To book your journey, please call our AHI Travel Experts at AHI: 800-323-7373 or visit alumni.jhu.edu/alumnijourneys.

Program Details

Travel Dates: January 16-24, 2025
• All travel dates include any overnight stays for international travel. These dates may vary depending on air schedules.
• Your final travel dates will be confirmed by early January 2025.
• Your final travel dates are subject to change depending on air schedules.
• Please call our AHI Travel Experts at AHI: 800-323-7373 or visit alumni.jhu.edu/alumnijourneys.

Land Program

Full Price: $5,440
Special Savings: $750
Early Booking Special Price*: $4,690

Tour Dates:

January 16-24, 2025

*Early Booking Special Price* includes a $250 per person discount if you book by the early booking date, you still save $250 per person.

To book your journey, please call our AHI Travel Experts at AHI: 800-323-7373 or visit alumni.jhu.edu/alumnijourneys.

AHI Travel Expertise

Your Travel Director

AHI FlexAir

Travel & Air Coordinators

Travel Consultants

Your Trip Includes:

• Unforgettable experiences
• Access to local sites
• Unique access to local sites
• Flexibility and personalization
• Personalization of experiences
• In-country expertise
• Itinerary flexibility
• Itinerary changes

Note: A small portion of the cost of your trip supports the Johns Hopkins Alumni Travel Program.

Charter flights are included on the price guarantee—please guarantee your place by reserving today!
Dear Johns Hopkins Alumni and Friends,

Join us for an exhilarating, seven-night journey that captures the natural grandeur, rich cultural history and vibrant life of Finland! Begin your trip with a flight to Helsinki, getting acquainted with this cosmopolitan capital and enjoying a Finnish sauna. Then, fly to northern Lapland and enjoy four nights in a remote glass-domed cabin, perfect for viewing the spectacular Northern Lights overhead. Scenic and strategic, the trip can be undertaken in the winter, autumn or spring, each being on its own merits, a visit to a northern lights site is a thrill for the eye and mind. Lights and experience the serene beauty of a winter’s night through the eyes of a Finn. Choose from Finland’s lakes, cross the fields by digital or on convenient. Often engaging excursions introduce you to Finland and culture, all in its traditional rendezvous form. As you settle with your small group, look to experienced guides and lecturers for an introduction to the destination. You’ll learn about the history of Finland, culture and life on a traditional reindeer farm.

We’re thrilled to offer this unique itinerary, but please your place by reserving today!

Sincerely,

Margaret J. Jones, AHS ’74, Box 58
Travel Program Director, Office of Alumni Relations
The Johns Hopkins University

Note: A small portion of the cost of your trip supports the Johns Hopkins Alumni Travel Program. To book your journey, please call or refer to our website for the most current program information, discounts and pricing.

Reserve your trip today!
To book your journey, please call our AHI Travel Experts at AHI: 800-323-7373 or alumni.jhu.edu/alumnijourneys

Program Details

Travel Dates: January 16-24, 2025
Travelers indicate any overnight stays as requested; flight travel includes domestic
Travel Dates: January 23-25, 2025
Flights are round-trip and paid in full at booking. If you pay only your deposit by early booking date, you still save $250 per person.

Land Program

Full Price $5,440
Full Price $10,480
Special Savings $775
Special Savings $9,440

Early Booking Special Price1

Early Booking Special Price2

Savings:

$1,840
$2,490

Table includes taxes, fees and insurance. Flights are subject to change or cancel your reservation before transfer on group dates.

Price guarantee: – An exceptional travel value.

With AHI you can rely on:

AHI Travel’s mission is to deliver inspirational, educational and cultural programs that delight travelers. We’ll attend to every detail of your journey.

Our experts are ready to assist you in booking flights, and personal air program offers the following advantages:

– Unique access to local sites.
– An exceptional travel value.
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Reserve your trip today!
To book your journey, please call our AHI Travel Experts at 800-323-7373 or visit alumni.jhu.edu/alumnijourneys.

Program Dates
Travel Dates
January 16–24, 2025
• Travel dates indicate any overnight arrivals required for international travel. These dates may vary depending on your schedule.
• Your travel begins on January 17, 2025.
• Your tour concludes on January 24, 2025.

Land Program
Full Price $5,440
Special Savings $750
Early Booking Special Price* $4,690
*Tour dates begin on the scheduled arrival date at your destination January 17-24, 2025
Tour dates*
A
January 16-24, 2025
Travel dates include any overnights required for international travel. These dates may vary depending on air schedules. Travel dates include any overnights required for international travel. These dates may vary depending on air schedules.


to please call or refer to our website for the most current program information, discounts and pricing.

AHI Air Flex
Let us manage your flights
Our experts are ready to assist you in booking flights. Your personalized air program offers the following advantages:
• Price guarantees - protect you from unexpected increases in airfare
• Round-trip airfare stay-overs (as allowed) and/or changes
• Flexibility to change your reservation before departure on most flights (See policy)
• Assistance in the event of schedule changes or delays

AHI Travel Expertise
Don’t rush your reservation to your return home, we are here to ensure you have the adventure of a lifetime. Before you go
Travel Consultants stand ready to answer your questions. Travel Air Coordination ensures each is personalized with flights, entrances and special requests. Travel Information provides pre-departure details and arrangement about your destination.
Once you arrive
Your travel director is a seasoned, multilingual, professional who travel with you daily so you enjoy your journey experience.

AHI Travel Experts can offer insights and advice to plan your time and interests in Finland, Estonia, and your adventure will feature the best of Tallinn, Helsinki, and more.

Megraj

UNESCO World Heritage
Mälaka Creek (Old Town) of Tallinn, Estonia

January 16-24, 2025